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Abstract. Instrumentation is crucial in Runtime Verification because it should
ensure that monitors are fed with relevant and accurate information about the
executing program under monitoring. While expressive instrumentation is de-
sirable to handle any possible monitoring scenario, instrumentation should also
efficiently capture the just-needed information and impact the monitoring program
as least as possible. This tutorial comprehensively overviews the instrumentation
process and considerations for single and multithreaded programs. We discuss
often overlooked aspects in instrumenting multithreaded programs. We also cover
metrics for evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of instrumentation. We use
four hands-on use cases to apply the introduced concepts and provide practical
guidance on choosing and applying instrumentation for runtime verification.

1 Introduction

Ensuring software correctness often necessitates abstracting its behavior into suitable
models and subsequently verifying whether these models adhere to properties. The
predominant approach to modeling software behavior in monitoring and runtime verifi-
cation involves observing the software execution and abstracting it into a trace of events.
Extracting these events frequently relies on instrumentation, a technique that entails
transforming the base program. Instrumentation consists of two main steps: 1) identify-
ing the program points corresponding to the events of interest, 2) inserting additional
code into the base program to extract information.

Choosing an instrumentation framework is a critical step in the runtime verification
process. For example, bytecode manipulation libraries such as ASM [16], BCEL [9], and
Soot [50] allow for extensive low-level coverage and bytecode transformations. However,
implementing basic instrumentation for runtime verification with these can be quite
verbose and demands a certain level of expertise from the user. On the other hand, aspect-
oriented programming frameworks like AspectJ [29] provide a high-level language for
specifying instrumentation. However, these frameworks have limited capabilities and
introduce significant overhead. One main limitation is not being able to instrument at
the bytecode level hindering their applicability in multithreaded programs and low-level
monitoring scenarios. Other tools offer a balance between abstraction and expressiveness.
For example, DiSL [35] offers advanced features targeting profiling, while BISM [47],
which is tailored towards runtime verification, reduces overhead on execution and allows
for arbitrary code insertion, which is needed for inlining code.
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We cover several factors that influence the selection of an instrumentation technique in
runtime verification encompassing multiple factors such as monitoring goals, observation
granularity, specification, and trace semantics [24]. For instance, control-flow integrity
monitoring requires low-level details [27], while typestate property monitoring focuses
on high-level values [27, 22, 15]. Users can choose appropriate techniques by consider-
ing these parameters and others related to monitoring concurrent programs. Monitoring
single-threaded programs relies on accurate instrumentation, while concurrent systems
face challenges with event collection from multiple threads and components [12, 23].
Ensuring correct event order is vital but may incur overhead. Various tradeoffs and
optimizations help reduce the overhead associated with these challenges. Furthermore,
the specification and parallelism in the monitored program determine a specific abstrac-
tion of the program execution. For single-threaded programs, a linear trace with totally
ordered events suffices. In contrast, multithreaded programs often require a partial order
of events, necessitating low-level instrumentation to capture synchronization [46]. Alter-
native approaches, such as Opportunistic Monitoring [44], define a 2-level specification
of monitors, requiring a different execution abstraction that includes certain assumptions.

We present four use cases demonstrating different instrumentation requirements. The
first use case, Instrumentation at the Control Flow Level, focuses on low-level program
instrumentation in monitoring the control flow integrity. The second use case, Residual
Runtime Verification, employs static verification to identify safe execution paths and
perform residual runtime verification for unproven parts. This approach is valuable when
seeking to optimize monitoring overhead and reduce resource consumption. The third use
case, Concurrent Traces for Online Monitoring, tackles concurrent program monitoring
challenges with real-time trace collection. This case is essential for efficient monitoring in
multithreaded applications that require a partial order of events and low-level instrumen-
tation to capture synchronization. Finally, Opportunistic Monitoring deploys monitors to
specific threads that exchange information only at designated synchronization points.
This use case requires specific execution abstractions and assumptions aiming to reduce
overhead and minimize interference with verdict delay.

2 Understanding Instrumentation

Dynamic analysis and verification techniques such as testing, profiling, and runtime
verification involve examining a program while it’s running. These techniques analyze
a behavioral model extracted from the program in order to identify errors, bugs, or
unusual behaviors. In this section, we provide an overview of a crucial component of
these techniques: instrumentation. We discuss various considerations that affect the
choice of instrumentation technique. Specifically, we focus on managed languages, with
a particular emphasis on JVM languages.

2.1 Unveiling the Complete Picture

Verification and analysis techniques are designed to focus on certain behavioral aspects
of the system under study. Consequently, they require distinct behavioral models that
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Fig. 1: Cyclic process of model generation.

accurately encapsulate the specific aspects of the system that are relevant to their in-
tended reasoning. These models represent the actual behavior of the system suppressing
irrelevant details and enabling the application of automated analysis. The term model
is extended here to include any artifact generated to represent the system’s behavior
including logs, traces, automata, etc. Figure 1 illustrates the typical steps involved in the
process of generating such models.

The model generation process begins by identifying elements of interest within the
program. This step involves recognizing relevant elements based on user observation or
a systematic analysis, which could include structural components or specific actions. Fol-
lowing this, the process involves collecting information from these identified elements.
Depending on the data required, this could be done statically or at runtime, especially
when certain required information, such as the values of variables or program input, is
only available during runtime. Once the necessary information has been gathered, along
with any other assumptions, the next step is creating the model. Typically, the model is
a mathematical object or a structured log, designed to be suitable for the analysis task. To
ensure its accuracy and suitability for the intended analysis, the model may then undergo
a validation process. Finally, the model is used for the intended analysis. It can serve
various purposes, such as being compared with another model in processes like model
checking [21] or runtime verification [12], or it can be used to generate test cases, thereby
achieving the desired analysis results. While steps I and II assume a white-box approach
to model generation, some processes start with execution traces, such as specification
mining [13, 31, 39]. Moreover, these steps can overlap, and the cycle can be reiterated
for refinement.

2.2 Observing the Execution

Observation is crucial for the completion of steps I, II, and III of the model generation
process for dynamic techniques. Different methods can be utilized for observing an
executing program, each offering unique capabilities. Some are beyond the scope of this
discussion, such as hardware performance counters and operating system tracing.

Debugging Interfaces Managed languages usually feature built-in debugging interfaces,
such as the Java Debug Interface (JDI). Debuggers can use these interfaces to manage
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a range of events, including setting breakpoints and watchpoints, performing step-by-
step execution, controlling threads, handling exceptions, and inspecting or modifying
variables and fields. However, while these debugging interfaces are powerful for step-by-
step program inspection, they are not inherently designed for automated or broad-scale
data collection. Manual setting of breakpoints and data extraction for thousands of events
can be impractical, often leading users to resort to ad-hoc scripting for automation.
This requires proficiency in compatible scripting languages and familiarity with the
debugger’s API. Moreover, debugging interfaces are limited to the event types and
information they inherently provide.

Execution Callbacks Managed languages like Java provide capabilities to register call-
backs for specific execution events via the Java Virtual Machine Tool Interface (JVMTI).
This native interface allows interaction with the JVM’s internal events, including thread
start and end, method entry and exit, field access and alteration, exception handling, and
more. This level of coverage offers detailed JVM activity monitoring, including moni-
toring internal environment events not directly linked to specific program instructions.
Nevertheless, JVMTI presents limitations. Its scope of observation is confined to the
event types and data it provides. Should custom events or additional context information
be needed, the process can be complex and demand substantial platform knowledge.

Instrumentation Instrumentation involves augmenting a program with additional code
to collect data during its execution, often automated with the help of instrumentation
languages. Unlike other observation techniques, instrumentation lets the user define
events by identifying arbitrary sequences of instructions in the program, capturing a
wide variety of behavioral aspects from fine-grained events such as local variable as-
signments to coarse-grained ones like method executions. While it’s possible to perform
instrumentation manually, it becomes significantly complex and prone to errors for large
programs or when only a compiled version of the code is accessible. Compared to other
observation methods, instrumentation is usually more portable, simpler, and performs
better. In JVM, for instance, this added code can be optimized by the JIT compiler, which
can significantly reduce the instrumentation overhead. However, it can’t observe internal
environment-executed events not directly linked to specific program instructions, such
as Java’s garbage collection. Also, injecting code can modify program behavior, which
can cause issues if the program is already in production.

2.3 Instrumentation for Runtime Verification

Runtime verification is a field focused on analyzing system executions, typically to
verify if they satisfy or violate a particular property. A property under verification
represents a set of constraints or behaviors that the system is expected to adhere to,
formalized in terms of abstract events drawn from an alphabet denoted as Σa. This
process usually encompasses three stages. First, a monitor is created from the property,
referred to as monitor synthesis. This monitor interprets events from a system and gives
outcomes based on the property’s current satisfaction. Next, the program is instrumented
to generate relevant events for the monitor, known as system instrumentation. Seen as a
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Fig. 2: Considerations for RV Instrumentation

generator of concrete events, denoted as Σc, the system’s execution should be mapped
into a trace of abstract events, rendering it suitable for runtime analysis. Instrumentation
plays a key role in capturing these concrete events and mapping them into corresponding
abstract ones to construct the suitable trace which is the model needed by the monitor.
These concrete events correspond to locations in the program source code we refer to as
shadows and execute at specific points the in the program we refer to as joinpoints, and
the instrumentation process consists of adding extra code at these locations to capture
the concrete events, we refer to this extra code as advice. Lastly, the system’s execution
is analyzed by the monitor, either in real-time or post-execution from logged events, a
phase termed execution analysis. Instrumentation is particularly suitable for runtime
verification. It provides flexibility in capturing concrete events by pinpointing arbitrary
locations in the source code, as opposed to being limited to specific events provided by
the execution environment.

2.4 Instrumentation Considerations for Runtime Verification

In this section, we go through various considerations for various applications of instru-
mentation for runtime verification, depicted in Figure 2. We will go through some of
these in the following sections and others will be covered in the rest of the tutorial.

The Program Various aspects of the program must be taken into consideration when
selecting an instrumentation language. Figure 3 depicts some of these considerations. For
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concurrent programs, instrumentation should be capable of identifying and capturing
the program’s synchronization actions. These may be specified using both low-level
concurrency primitives (such as synchronized blocks, volatile variables, lock interfaces,
and atomic classes) and high-level abstractions (such as the fork-join framework and
software transactional memory [32, 26]). Other applications may be implemented using
message-passing frameworks such as Akka [3]. Instrumentation may be needed at
different stages of the program deployment. At the source level, it often necessitates
compilation facilities and requires access to the application’s source code. Weaving at
the bytecode has several advantages. It is often high-level enough to easily recognize
constructs of the original language, even without direct access to the source code.
Moreover, it is portable across different languages as many languages compile to the same
bytecode such as Java, Scala, Kotlin, and Groovy. Program transformation (weaving of
instrumented code) can occur at different stages as well. Independent instrumentation
is possible anytime resulting in a new statically instrumented program. However, it
is limited to the code packaged within the application itself and may not extend to
instrumenting Java class libraries used by the application. Load-time instrumentation
intercepts class loading and performs instrumentation before a class is linked in the
Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This allows also for targeting the libraries used by the
application.

Observation In runtime verification, event traces serve as models for property-based
detection and prediction techniques. An event typically captures an important action
or a change in the system’s state that is under observation. They may represent the
program’s state at a specific execution point, or they can be triggered by a program
action. Depending on the analysis aim, data accompanying events may incorporate
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values from the program’s memory, and various time representations like current time.
Moreover, if events are tracking state changes, the observation should retain some
memory instead of having to extract all the values of pertinent variables at each event.
Figure 4 depicts some of the program observation considerations at runtime.

When properties necessitate reasoning about program concurrency, establishing causal-
ity between events is essential during trace collection. Causality is best represented
as a partial order over events, compatible with various formalisms for the behavior of
concurrent programs like weak memory consistency models [4, 6, 34] and Mazurkiewicz
traces [38, 25]. Collecting the trace of events can be done either synchronously or asyn-
chronously. Synchronous refers to processing data simultaneously with its collection,
whereas asynchronous involves receiving events and processing them at a later time.
Asynchronous trace collection is ideal for scenarios where the monitoring overhead
cannot be afforded and a small delay in the verdict can be tolerated. For instance, in
real-time systems where the system is expected to produce a result within a defined strict
deadline [43].

The Analysis The execution analysis considerations are depicted in Figure 5. Depending
on the analysis different properties may be desired. For example, if the analysis is to
check for the occurrence of a specific event, then the instrumentation should be able to
capture the event. Other concurrency-related properties that are concerned with event
ordering may be desired such as soundness, faithfulness, and trace monitorability [46]
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(see Sec. 7.3). These properties are affected by the completeness and correctness of the
instrumentation. Monitoring techniques generally operate with the assumption of instru-
mentation completeness and correctness. Other approaches such as [49] address runtime
verification with incomplete or uncertain information. Some approaches assume certain
concurrency-related properties such as data-race freedom and atomic regions [44] to
reduce the instrumentation points hence overhead and complexity. Moreover, the analysis
integration with the program has a direct effect on the instrumentation. For instance, for
out-of-process analysis, the instrumentation should extract all the necessary information
to perform the analysis. Whereas in in-process analysis, the analysis typically has access
to the program’s state and can extract the necessary information itself.

The Instrumentation Language An instrumentation language should equip users to
handle three key considerations: identifying relevant program execution points (join-
points), where events are extracted, which correspond to program code elements; specify-
ing the necessary contextual information to be extracted with these events; and defining
the destination of these events, detailing how and where they will be consumed. The
instrumentation language considerations are depicted in Figure 6. The usability of an
instrumentation language is further characterized by two critical aspects: its expres-
siveness and the level of abstraction. Expressiveness refers to the language’s ability to
extract substantial information from the bytecode and modify the program’s execution.
On the other hand, abstraction relates to the complexity of low-level details that users
must deal with in order to specify instrumentation.

Identifying joinpoints can be at the bytecode level or the source code level. At these join-
points, a language should facilitate the extraction of either static information (compile-
time information) or dynamic information (runtime information). Static information
refers to information that is available at compile time, such as the name of a method or
the type of a variable. Dynamic information refers to information that is only available at
runtime, such as the value of a variable or the current thread. Finally, the instrumentation
language should provide means to consume the extracted information. This can be done
by either adding a hook to a monitor class passing this information or by weaving code
to the program itself. As for the implementation, these languages are typically provided
either as external domain-specific languages or as internal API-Based languages. Exter-
nal DSLs are often more accessible to domain experts due to the syntax’s inherent focus
on domain-specific concerns. In contrast, internal DSLs are implemented within a host
language and integrate more seamlessly with it, and are more accessible to developers
familiar with the host language.

Applications In this paper, we examine five use cases that demonstrate different appli-
cations of instrumentation, which we will discuss further in Section 7. Here, we focus
on the considerations relevant to selecting an instrumentation language for each of these
use cases. In control-flow integrity monitoring, the program’s control flow must not be
altered, necessitating the reevaluation of conditional jumps by a monitor. This use case
requires bytecode coverage to extract low-level details and control flow information.
For concurrent and opportunistic monitoring, the instrumentation should be able to
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capture synchronization events in the program, which often result from low-level instruc-
tions. This also requires bytecode visibility. Additionally, in some cases, instrumentation
advice may need to be inserted across nonadjacent bytecode instructions, necessitat-
ing arbitrary code insertion. In residual runtime verification, a pre-instrumentation
static analysis is used to identify safe execution paths. The instrumentation must then
extract the results of this analysis to guide its own process. This scenario calls for
pre-instrumentation analysis to pinpoint safe paths. Additionally, it requires visibility
control, which ensures the information is properly relayed to the instrumentation.

3 Instrumentation Requirements

Correctness and Completeness Monitoring techniques assume the completeness and
correctness of instrumentation in capturing events [12], however, this assumption is not
always valid. For manual instrumentation, it is easy to miss identifying some locations of
interest. Also, automated instrumentation can miss some events at runtime due to errors
and exceptions raised by the runtime. Some instrumentation techniques wrap the advice
with try-catch blocks to avoid system crashes. Although this guarantees the stability of
the system, it can lead to missing events without being noticed. It is recommended to
disable exception handling when instrumenting the program for the first time.

Non-Interference Ensuring non-interference is crucial to prevent disturbing the pro-
gram’s critical behaviors. Instrumentation should avoid altering aspects such as par-
allelism, event order, variable values, control flow, and thread scheduling. In a study
by [28], the authors identify several interference problems, including deadlocks, state
corruption, and JVM crashes, which can be unintended byproducts of instrumentation.

Memory Depletion In-process monitoring makes memory management crucial. Large
data storage for analysis risks depleting memory and potentially crashing the application.
Hence, an effective data management strategy should be integral to information extraction
with instrumentation. Efficient data structures can optimize memory use and prevent
interference with memory management. For example, using integer identifiers for event
types instead of string descriptions, or extracting unique hash IDs rather than retaining
full object references, can be beneficial when applicable.

Environment Compatibility Bytecode verification failures can occur in the JVM for
instance due to issues such as incorrect bytecode manipulation, invalid stack or local
variable states, control flow problems, or incompatible bytecode versions. In some cases,
turning off bytecode verification can be a viable option, but it is not recommended
as it can lead to unexpected behavior and crashes. Moreover, Java enforces a 64KB
maximum limit per method, and extensive instrumentation can exceed this limit, leading
to compilation errors. These errors can sometimes be avoided by deferring the event
construction to a separate method and passing the required object references to it.
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4 How to Evaluate Instrumentation

Overhead Evaluating the impact of instrumentation on a program often involves mea-
suring execution time and memory consumption overheads. For precise measurements,
using a dedicated machine and repeating the process multiple times is recommended.
Profilers like [2, 1] can yield the most accurate measurements. Below, we detail some
techniques for measuring these overheads. To measure execution time overhead, com-
pare the execution time of the instrumented program with the original one. One method
involves inserting timers (via instrumentation) to capture timestamps at the program’s
entry and exit points. A nonobtrusive alternative is using a command-line benchmarking
tool such as [42], offering features like warmup runs and statistical analysis of results.
Memory consumption in the JVM is influenced by multiple factors, including the JVM in-
ternals and garbage collection. A good estimate of memory consumption can be obtained
by calculating the heap and non-heap memory usage after forcing a garbage collection
cycle, measured before the program’s exit point. A specialized memory measurement
virtual machine like [33] can also be employed.

Instrumentation Intensity This synthetic metric provides an understanding of the extent
of the code that has been instrumented. It is a measure of the number of code instructions
that have been adjusted for instrumentation purposes, as a proportion of total code
instructions. If a larger part of the code has been modified, the instrumentation intensity
is higher. This metric is useful for evaluating the overall coverage of the instrumentation
process and its impact on the codebase. For instance, when capturing method calls,
consider all method calls invoked at runtime and compare this to the number of those
method calls that have been instrumented.

Instrumentation code latency Instrumentation code latency measures exactly the time
taken for the execution of the added instrumentation code only. Here the time before and
after the advice executes is measured or both timestamps are extracted with the event
and the difference is calculated at the monitor side. In concurrent programs, this metric
provides insight into the extent to which instrumentation is interfering and affecting
the parallelism of the program when compared to the original program and the overall
overhead mentioned above provided that it also includes extracting such timestamps.

5 Existing Instrumentation Frameworks

5.1 Bytecode Manipulation Libraries

We discuss some bytecode manipulation libraries that have been used in runtime verifica-
tion tools. These libraries offer highly expressive languages for bytecode manipulation
and can perform any instrumentation scenario. However, they require a good understand-
ing of bytecode semantics. They typically provide mechanisms for program traversal,
bytecode manipulation, and bytecode generation with varying levels of abstraction.
ASM [16] for instance is a lightweight framework that provides two APIs: a visitor-based
API that allows efficient traversal and manipulation of bytecode, and a tree-based API
that provides a higher level of abstraction. BCEL [9] contains various tools like the
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JustIce byte code verifier and has been used successfully in numerous applications
including compilers, optimizers, and code analysis tools. Javassist [20] provides two
levels of API: source level and bytecode level. The former does not require the developer
to understand Java bytecode, making it a suitable choice for those who prefer working at
a higher level of abstraction. CGLIB [41] is a bytecode generation library that allows
developers to extend Java classes and create new ones at runtime. Soot [50] is a frame-
work for analyzing and transforming Java and Android applications. It generates several
intermediate representations (IRs) of the program, including Jimple, a Java-specific IR.
It provides several built-in static analyses such as call-graph construction, data-flow
analysis, taint analysis, and points-to analysis.

5.2 Aspect Oriented Languages

AspectJ [29] is a standard aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [30] framework that
is widely used for runtime verification, debugging, and logging. AspectJ offers a rich
pointcut expression language for selecting and capturing joinpoints including dynamic
pointcuts which are runtime conditional expressions that selectively apply advice based
on the state or context of the executing program. However, AspectJ cannot capture
bytecode instructions and basic block joinpoints, which limits its usefulness in many
instrumentation tasks. DiSL [36] is a more feature-rich tool covering bytecode-level
instrumentation framework and also following an aspect-oriented approach. DiSL offers
an extensible joinpoint model and provides various advanced features such as dynamic
dispatch for interference avoidance among multiple instrumentations. It is a suitable
framework for instrumentation-heavy dynamic analysis such as profiling.

Both AspectJ and DiSL follow the pointcut/advice model. In this approach, users can
specify advice (actions meant to be executed at joinpoints) using standard Java syntax.
While AspectJ wraps these actions within methods triggered at the joinpoint, DiSL
weaves the advice right into the application, ensuring it’s directly inlined at the joinpoint.
The limitation, however, is that users can only provide code to be inserted at these
joinpoints. They cannot execute or assess this code during the instrumentation phase.

5.3 The Gap Between Bytecode Libraries and AOP Frameworks

Choosing an appropriate instrumentation language largely depends on the specifics of
each use case, with each requiring a unique set of features. Existing AOP languages,
such as AspectJ and DiSL, simplify the specification of instrumentation. However, they
also limit the user’s control over the traversal of a program’s bytecode. AspectJ restricts
the ability to manipulate code beyond predefined join points. Consequently, performing
tasks like pre-instrumentation analysis or arbitrary code insertion, that may be needed
for performing an instrumentation task, can be challenging with AOP languages. They
typically require ad-hoc customizations or a fallback to bytecode manipulation libraries.
On the other hand, most bytecode manipulation libraries provide full control over
program traversal and allow various manipulations. However, these libraries are verbose
and require a high degree of expertise to use effectively. Therefore, there is a pressing
need for a more comprehensive approach to instrumentation. Ideally, this approach
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would combine the simplicity of the point-cut/advice model from AOP languages with
the flexibility and control of bytecode manipulation libraries. In the following section,
we will introduce BISM (Bytecode-Level Instrumentation for Software Monitoring) an
instrumentation framework that addresses such a need.

6 A Comprehensive Instrumentation Approach: BISM

BISM [47, 48], short for Bytecode-Level Instrumentation for Software Monitoring, is a
lightweight Java instrumentation tool created for runtime verification and enforcement.
Its design takes inspiration from aspect-oriented programming, but instead of following
the common pointcut/advice model used by tools like AspectJ and DiSL, BISM intro-
duces its own approach. In BISM, the instrumentation requirements are defined using
transformers. These transformers are dedicated classes that handle both the selection
of joinpoints and the inlining of advice. Unlike AspectJ and DiSL where only the ad-
vice can be specified and in plain Java, BISM requires advice to be defined using its
instrumentation language. Notably, within these transformers, users have the flexibility
to execute code at the time of instrumentation.

6.1 Instrumentation model

A joinpoint in BISM refers to a specific configuration of the base program during its
execution, characterized by both static and dynamic context information. Shadows, on
the other hand, are used to demarcate specific bytecode regions in the program. They
are defined as pairs that fundamentally include a bytecode instruction identifier and a
direction, either before or after the instruction. These shadows are used to specify the
precise regions in the bytecode where user-specified advice will be woven. In essence,
joinpoints captured by BISM correspond to these bytecode regions given by shadows.
BISM selectors are designed to match specific subsets of these shadows, enabling users
to select desired segments of the code for instrumentation.

6.2 Instrumentation language

BISM provides a high-level instrumentation language that allows users to specify in-
strumentation directives concisely. Selectors are used to select and capture joinpoints
from the program execution. BISM provides selectors at the instruction, basic block,
method, and class levels. Moreover, it provides control-flow selectors that allow users to
select joinpoints based on the control-flow graph of the program. This variety of selec-
tors allows users to specify instrumentation directives at different levels of granularity.
Listing 1.1 shows the main available selectors.

Before/AfterInstruction OnBasicBlockEnter/Exit
Before/AfterMethodCall OnTrue/FalseBranchEnter
OnFieldSet/Get OnMethodEnter/Exit

Listing 1.1: BISM selectors
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Within these selectors, filtering the joinpoints can be achieved with the help of guards and
type patterns that support wildcard matching (see example below). Moreover, pointcuts
allow users to combine multiple selectors under a single name. For contextual information
extraction, BISM provides a set of context objects that can be used to extract the full
static and dynamic information from the program. Moreover, it performs lightweight
analysis on the program bytecode to provide additional out-of-the-box information about
the program methods such as control-flow information and the states of the stack frames.
Additionally, BISM provides advice methods such as method invocation invoke and
print that allow the extraction of this information from the running program and also
an insert method that allows users to inline arbitrary code at the joinpoints.

BISM provides two distinct approaches for implementing transformers: an API-based
and an external DSL approach. With the API approach, users define transformers in
Java classes. This approach provides users with a high degree of control over the instru-
mentation process. The DSL approach, on the other hand, provides a declarative way
of specifying instrumentation directives. It provides a subset of the language constructs
available in the API approach, but it is more concise and easier to use. The tool offers two
instrumentation modes: build-time mode, which allows for instrumenting the compiled
classes of the program, and load-time mode, which acts as a Java Agent that intercepts
and instruments classes before linking, including some of those from the Java class
library. It also includes a visualization module that displays the control-flow graphs and
code changes within instrumented methods.

7 Insrumentation Use Cases

In this section, we present different use cases of instrumentation for runtime verification,
some that require considerations that are often beyond the scope of existing instrumenta-
tion frameworks. We discuss limitations in addressing these use cases with well-adopted
tools and how BISM can be used to address these challenges.

7.1 Classical Example

Figure 7, shows a Java method along with its control-flow graph (CFG). We are interested
to monitor the SafeIterator property which specifies that a Collection should not
be updated when an iterator associated with it is created and being used. This scenario
can be effectively handled by all instrumentation frameworks we discuss in this paper.
Listing 1.2 shows a fragment of a transformer that can be used in a parametric monitoring
setup [10, 19] to instrument the program for the SafeIterator property. The BISM
transformer, written in Java, uses the selector afterMethodCall to capture the
return of an Iterator created from a List.iterator() method call. It uses the
dynamic context object provided to retrieve the associated objects with the event, and
pushes them into a list. Then, invokes a monitor passing the extracted information.
Figure 1.3 shows an equivalent transformer written with the DSL.

pointcut pc1 after MethodCall(* *.List.iterator())
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1 void m()
2 {
3 List l1 = ... ;
4 List l2 = ... ;
5
6 l1.add(..); // event u
7 Iterator it = l1.iterator();// event c
8
9 if(someflag) {
10 l2.add(..); // event u
11 l2.add(..); // event u
12 }
13
14 Object o = it.next(); // event n
15 it = l1.iterator(); // event c
16 l2.add(..); // event u
17 }

start

1-9

10-11

14-16

end

Fig. 7: A method using Iterators in Java, and its CFG.

event e1(["create",[getMethodReceiver,getMethodResult]]) on pc1

monitor m1{
class: monitors.SafeListMonitor
events: [e1 to receive(String, List)]

}

Listing 1.3: A BISM transformer that intercepts the creation of an iterator.

7.2 Residual Runtime Verification

This use case demonstrates a traditional case of integrating static and runtime verifica-
tion, to mitigate the runtime monitoring overhead during the verification of safety and
co-safety properties. Through static verification, the goal of residual analysis [22] is to
identify program elements or paths that always preserve the desired property. Conse-
quently, these paths can be ignored during runtime verification and the residual parts are
then subjected to runtime verification. The residual analysis detects a set of program
instructions, represented as SP, that can be safely excluded from runtime observation
without disrupting the verification process. The aim, thus, is to define a new instrumen-
tation function residual : instrs∗ → (SP → Σ∗). Let Runs ⊆ instrs∗ denote the set of all
possible runs of the program. The program instrumented with residual should ideally
produce shorter traces than instrument (the regular instrumentation function), but the
monitoring results should remain consistent for both. The condition that the residual
analysis should fulfill can be expressed as follows:

∀r ∈ Runs : |residual(r)| ≤ |instrument(r)|
∧ residual(r) |= ϕ ⇐⇒ instrument(r) |= ϕ
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public class IteratorTransformer extends Transformer {
public void afterMethodCall(MethodCall mc, DynamicContext dc){
// Filter to only method of interest
if (mc.methodName.equals("iterator") &&

mc.methodOwner.endsWith("List")) {
// Access to dynamic data
DynamicValue list = dc.getMethodReceiver();
DynamicValue iterator = dc.getMethodResult();
// Create an ArrayList in the target method
LocalArray la = dc.createLocalArray(mc.method, Object.class);
dc.addToLocalArray(la,list);
dc.addToLocalArray(la,iterator);
// Invoke the monitor after passing arguments
StaticInvocation sti =

new StaticInvocation("monitors.SafeListMonitor",
"receive");

sti.addParameter("create");
sti.addParameter(la);
invoke(sti);

}
}

}

Listing 1.2: A BISM transformer written in Java that intercepts the creation of an iterator

Hence, here the instrumentation tool must incorporate the residual analysis outcomes
when mapping program locations in the program; and this can be accomplished in
various ways. For example, in [15], the AspectJ compiler ajc was customized to execute
a similar static analysis and merge its results with the AspectJ instrumentation. However,
this method requires deep knowledge of the ajc compiler for customization. In [45],
the residual analysis was conducted entirely by writing BISM transformers. BISM
transformers allow for writing custom logic in Java, thus, a static analyzer can be
implemented as a transformer. This transformer while traversing the program and utilizes
BISM control flow features to construct the control flow graph for each method. Then,
it constructs a CFG automaton that abstracts the method behavior. This constructed
model is needed to over-approximate the set of traces that the method might produce at
runtime. The transformer then conducts a reachability analysis with a property specified
as an automaton and marks the states of the CFG automaton that are safe to overlook.
This first transformer performing the analysis does not instrument the base program;
however, flags the safe shadows as invisible for other transformers. A second transformer
then passes over the program and instruments the visible shadows that are matched
by the specified selector by the user. Hence for each property, two transformers are
written. Figure 8 showcases a CFG automaton, constructed from Fig. 7. In this figure, the
transitions are labeled with c which denotes the creation of a list-associated iterator by
calling list.iterator(), u denotes an update to the list via list.add(..), and
event n denotes a call to the iterator.next() method on an iterator. States marked
in red correspond to shadows that will remain visible for the instrumenting transformer.
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q0 q1

q2 q3

q4 q5 q6 q7
u

c
u

c

u

n c u

Fig. 8: Property-violating paths are marked in red, and safe ones are in green.

Discussion This scenario highlights the importance of being able to integrate static
analyzers with instrumentation. Writing static analyzers with AspectJ for instance is
infeasible and requires customizing the compiler such as in [14, 15, 8]. With DiSL
it might be feasible, however, such analysis must be written manually using a byte-
code manipulation library such as ASM in a pre-instrumentation step that does not
support DiSL language. Moreover, without being able to relay the analysis results to
the instrumentation, the user may need to annotate the unsafe instructions and then
write custom markers within DiSL to capture those annotated shadows. This is not only
tedious but also error-prone. BISM’s ability to have a composition of transformers
where transformers can control the visibility of shadows relaying such analysis results
to the instrumentation makes such analysis feasible.

7.3 Runtime Verification of Concurrent Programs

In this scenario, we focus on the runtime verification of concurrent programs. In these
programs, events may be produced by different execution flows and the order by which
events are captured may not reflect the order by which they are produced. This is a
challenge for runtime verification as it may lead to unsound monitoring results as shown
in [23]. Suppose we want to monitor a precedence property, which specifies that a
resource can only be granted (event g) in response to a request (event r), and can be
expressed in LTL as ¬g W r. Suppose these events are being produced by two threads,
t0 and t1, and the program is not correctly synchronized to preserve this property.

To handle concurrency, frameworks such as Java-MOP [18], Tracematches [7], and
others [11] have a feature to synchronize the monitor protecting it from concurrent access
and data races. However, a challenge arises when events are produced in concurrent
regions as advice may not always execute atomically with their actions. Consider the
example in Fig. 9a, where the code in yellow depicts the instrumented advice that notifies
the monitor, a context switch might occur leading to an unsound verdict. There is a need
to ensure atomicity between all executing program actions and their advice.

t0

t1

r

g

t0

t1

r

g

(a) Unsound instrumentation.

t0

t1

lm r um

lm g um

(b) Forcing atomicity.

Fig. 9: Instrumenting concurrent events.
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One way to solve the lack of advice atomicity is to force it by instrumenting synchro-
nization blocks that wrap the program actions with their advice in mutually exclusive
regions. Figure Fig. 9b shows a depiction of such instrumentation. The code in List-
ing 1.4 shows a BISM transformer that forces atomicity between a method call and its
advice. The transformer first inserts a call to a static method getLock() in the class
Monitor which returns an object that will be as a lock. Then it duplicates the object
on the stack and stores it in a local variable. Then it inserts a call to MONITORENTER
which starts a synchronized block in Java. After the method call, the transformer
inserts the code to emit the event and then loads the object from the local variable and
calls MONITOREXIT to release the lock. This transformer can be used to instrument the
example in Figure 9b to force atomicity between the method call and its advice.

public class ForcingAtomicityTransformer extends Transformer {
int lv; // local variable index
public void beforeMethodCall(MethodCall mc, DynamicContext dc) {

lv = ...; // the index in the method can be max local
variables + 1

insert(new MethodInsnNode(Opcodes.INVOKESTATIC, "Monitor",
"getLock",

"()Ljava/lang/Object;", false)); // retrieve the lock
object

insert(new InsnNode(Opcodes.DUP)); // duplicate the lock
object on the stack

insert(new VarInsnNode(Opcodes.ASTORE, lv)); // store one
copy in a local variable

insert(new InsnNode(Opcodes.MONITORENTER)); // start
synchronized block

}
public void afterMethodCall(MethodCall mc, DynamicContext dc) {

// ADVICE TO EXTRACT EVENT GOES HERE

insert(new VarInsnNode(Opcodes.ALOAD, lv)); // load the lock
object

insert(new InsnNode(Opcodes.MONITOREXIT)); // end
synchronized block

}
}

Listing 1.4: A BISM transformer that forces atomicity between a method call and its
advice.

Discussion An instrumentation language often aims to target specific locations within a
program, to insert code either before or after a particular instruction. It is important to note
that this kind of instrumentation necessitates the capability for arbitrary code insertion.
This is because there is a need to insert related code at nonadjacent locations, both before
and after the method call instruction. However, runtime verification (RV) tools that rely
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on AspectJ are not suitable for instrumenting such synchronization blocks. For instance,
in the case discussed in [40], the bytecode manipulation library BCEL was utilized. On
the other hand, BISM offers a straightforward API to insert arbitrary instructions at any
point within the program, using the ASM syntax. This unique feature allows for a hybrid
approach to specifying advice. With BISM within the same transformer, the event can
be extracted using abstractions, as shown in Listing 1.2, while synchronization blocks
can be inserted using the ASM syntax.

Concurrent Traces Forcing atomicity introduces new problems. First, it forces a
total order between concurrent program actions; interfering with the parallelism of the
program and changing its behavior. One needs to avoid coarse-grained synchronization.
From the monitor side, the verdict will be dependent on the specific scheduling of the
execution. Second, any information about parallel actions in the program is lost and one
can no longer determine whether two actions execute concurrently initially in the non-
instrumented program. In that case, it becomes impossible to express properties on the
concurrent parts of the execution. To preserve the inherent concurrency in programs one
needs to collect partial order traces instead of total order ones, capturing the "happens-
before" relation among the events produced by the program. This provides a more precise
representation of the program’s behavior and enables a richer set of properties to be
specified and checked. Two properties can be used to determine if a trace is a good
representative of an execution: soundness and faithfulness [46]. Soundness holds when
the trace does not provide false information about the order of events. Faithfulness holds
when the trace contains all the information about the order of events.

As the process of observation is sequential with events being passed to a central observer
reestablishing the causality between events is crucial to have trace soundness. This
necessitates additional instrumentation to capture the synchronization actions from
the program. These are actions that synchronize threads such as fork(t,u) and
begin(u) for the initiation of thread u by thread t, unlock(t,l) and lock(t,l)
for the release/acquisition of lock l, and write(t,x,v) and read(t,x,v) for
operations on shared variable x. Then upon receiving these events inferring the order
of events can be done with the help of a vector clock algorithm such as in [17, 37, 5,
40, 46]. To ensure faithfulness, the instrumentation must be complete in capturing all
synchronization actions, preventing any loss of ordering information from the trace.

However, it’s worth noting that collecting all this information to build a representative
trace can be quite resource-intensive in terms of time and memory, especially in an online
setup. Therefore, it might be feasible to construct this representative trace off the critical
path of program execution. In [46], a concurrent trace collection mechanism that does not
block the execution of the program was presented demonstrating a reduced performance
impact on the running program while still capturing a representative concurrent trace.

Discussion This scenario requires instrumentation to be capable of identifying various
concurrency constructs in the program, hence bytecode coverage. In our implementation
experience, we identified a need to adapt to the diverse JVM languages, especially when
considering higher-level concurrency primitives. Each JVM language, while converting
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to bytecode, possesses unique features and structures. This variance poses challenges
for tools primarily designed for Java, such as AspectJ. Languages like Scala, Clojure, or
Kotlin produce bytecode that reflects their distinct features, from functional programming
constructs and object-oriented variations to pattern matching, destructuring, static method
handling, implicit parameters, and advanced concurrency constructs like coroutines.
Their specialized naming conventions further add to the complexity. Consequently, this
intricacy in bytecode complicates the task for Java-centric instrumentation tools requiring
more specialized instrumentation tools.

7.4 Opportunistic Monitoring

We proceed in our discourse on instrumentation in the context of concurrent programs
and introduce opportunistic monitoring [44] which is tailored for multithreaded programs.
Monitoring here is deployed at two levels. At the first level, thread-local monitors are
employed to monitor the execution of individual threads. The second level introduces
scope monitors which monitor global properties shared accross threads. This approach
introduces a novel way of instrumenting multithreaded programs taking advantage of
existing synchronization points in a program to monitor it, rather than introducing
additional synchronization points, which might interfere with the program’s behavior
and introduce additional overhead. Scope monitors are evaluated at the end of scope
regions which are assumed to be atomically executing. Hence by assuming the atomicity
of scope regions, we can ensure that the thread-local monitors can accurately observe
and report the state of the thread within the region.

Discussion The same discussion as in the previous section applies here. Also, additional
work needs to be invested to complete the automatic instrumentation and integration
with monitors. So far, splitting the property over local and scope monitors is achieved
manually. Analyzing the program pre-instrumentation to find and suggest scopes suitable
for splitting and monitoring a given property is an interesting challenge that can be
achieved within BISM.

7.5 Control Flow Integrity

In addition to capturing high-level events like method calls and executions, which are
fundamental for many runtime verification tasks, instrumentation may also be needed to
capture low-level events like bytecode instructions and contexts, like values on the stack
and control flow. This scenario demonstrates the application of runtime verification to
detect a type of control flow integrity violations namely test inversion attacks, where an
attacker modifies the program’s control flow by inverting conditional tests. By monitoring
the execution flow of a program and logging stack values before conditional jumps, we
can spot these attacks.

pointcut pc0 before Instruction(* *.*(..)) with (
isConditionalJump = true)

pointcut pc1 on TrueBranchEnter(* *.*(..))
pointcut pc2 on FalseBranchEnter(* *.*(..))
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Feature BCEL ASM CGLIB Javassist Soot DiSL AspectJ BISM
[9] [16] [41] [20] [50] [36] [29] [47]

Bytecode Coverage 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 3
Bytecode Insertion 3 3 3 3 3 7 7 3
No Bytecode Proficiency 7 7 3– 3– 3 3 3 3
Pre-Instrumentation Analysis 3 3 3 3 3 3– 7 3
High-Level Abstraction 7 3– 3– 3 3 3 3 3
AOP Paradigm 7 7 7 7 7 3 3 3–

Table 1: Comparison of the tools. 3- Tool provides the feature, 7- Tool does not provide
the feature, 3–- Tool partially provides the feature

event e0([opcode,getStackValues]) on pc0 to Mon.recieve(List)
event e1("tt") on pc1 to Mon.recieve(String)
event e2("ff") on pc2 to Mon.recieve(String)

Listing 1.5: A BISM spec that intercepts the creation of an iterator.

Here, a monitor can be created to check the evaluation of the stack values with the opcode
of the conditional jump to detect test inversion attacks [27]. Moreover, as mitigation
for this type of attack, one can inline a small monitor at each branch of the conditional
statement that rechecks the evaluation of the stack values and throws an exception if the
evaluation results in a different value than the one logged by the entered branch. Here
the instrumentation is required to duplicate the stack values and then insert conditional
instructions within each branch.

Discussion To handle such instrumentation requirements, the instrumentation tool must
first have bytecode coverage to capture low-level events like execution of bytecode
instructions and contexts, like values on the stack and control flow. Moreover, the instru-
mentation should be able to identify branching locations which requires constructing
the control flow graph of the program. Finally, to inline monitors, instrumentation needs
to duplicate the stack values and the conditional statements within each branch. This
requires the ability to insert arbitrary bytecode instructions. Tools like AspectJ and
DiSL are incapable of inserting arbitrary bytecode instructions and thus cannot be used.

8 Conclusion

In this tutorial, we presented an overview of instrumentation for runtime verification. We
discussed the main considerations that should be taken into account when instrumenting a
program for runtime verification. We also presented the main instrumentation techniques
and tools that can be used for runtime verification. Table 1 shows a comparison between
them. We also discussed the main challenges and pitfalls that can be encountered
during the instrumentation process. We hope that this tutorial will help researchers and
practitioners to better understand the instrumentation process and to choose the most
suitable instrumentation technique and tool for their needs.
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